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I have deliberately given considerable space to the arts sub-
jects in order to correct the wrong impression of Soviet educa-
tion as something wholly utilitarian, created by the Soviet
emphasis on industry.
Mathematics. Because there are still a great many children who
go to school for the first time at the age of seven or eight, the
arithmetic syllabus is more elementary than one would have
expected. In the primary school (eight to twelve) the syllabus
includes a knowledge of the four rules with whole numbers of
any value, the metric system (linear, square, and cubic measure),
elementary decimal and ordinary fractions, elementary know-
ledge of geometry, linking it up with manual work, problems
with whole numbers and fractions, drawing to scale, use of field
compasses, simple area sums. Every lesson which deals with
something new must include practical work. It should also make
an emotional appeal to the pupils.
Class 5 takes, in arithmetic, vulgar and decimal fractions,
understanding of numbers, proportion and percentages; in.
geometry, elementary knowledge of geometrical bodies and
lines.
The mathematics syllabus now proceeds by simple stages.
On the whole I found the standard lower than in our country. It
is impossible in a general book to give the entire syllabus for all
subjects. I am selecting what is typical and what is illustrative
of Soviet principles. According to the preface to the mathe-
matics syllabus, " The study of mathematics must be so planned
that numbers and measures are weapons in the hands of the
children for the conquest of knowledge and of the activity sur-
rounding them, for the comprehension of the work of SodtaKsfc
construction; it must be a means for the better participation in
the social life, and for preparation for the defence of the
Jtefeae I*Gffig&age« " A. knowledge of his native language AowH
make the pupil discover books as one of the msost important

